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Hydrogen production using high-temperature steam
electrolysis (HTSE) supported by a supercritical CO2

(SCO2) recompression Brayton cycle that is directly cou-
pled to an advanced gas-cooled reactor (AGR) is pro-
posed in this paper. The system features and efficiency
are analyzed in a parametric fashion. The analysis in-
cludes the influence of the major components’ perfor-
mance and the component integration in a proposed plant
layout. The configuration, HTSE-SCO2-AGR, with ther-
mal recuperation from the product gas streams and an
intermediate heat exchanger between the turbine exit and
the feedwater stream is found to offer excellent thermal
efficiency, operational flexibility, and expected cost. The
HTSE average process temperature is 9008C, and the
hydrogen pipeline delivery pressure is assumed to be 7
MPa for the evaluation of the plant performance. The
reactor exit temperature and the SCO2 cycle turbine inlet
temperature are the same as those for the SCO2 recom-
pression cycle design: 550 to 7008C. The 9008C at the

HTSE unit, which is higher than the reactor exit temper-
ature, is achieved with recuperative and electrical heat-
ing. HTSE is assumed to operate within 80 to 90% voltage
efficiency at 1 atm to 7 MPa of pressure. A parametric
analysis of these operating conditions shows that the
system can achieve 38.6 to 48.2% low heating value of
net hydrogen production energy efficiency. The extensive
experience from commercial AGRs, the compactness of
the SCO2 power conversion system, and the progress in
the electrolysis cell materials field can help the econom-
ical development of a future recuperative HTSE-SCO2-
AGR. The major research and development needs for this
plant concept are materials processing for the durability
and efficiency of the HTSE system, the design update of
the AGR with advanced materials to resist high-pressure
CO2 coolant, thermal hydraulics of CO2 at supercritical
pressures, and detailed component design for system
integration.

I. INTRODUCTION

The fast-growing worldwide demand for energy com-
bined with increasing greenhouse gas CO2 emissions and
diminishing total fossil fuel reserves has made it critical
to increase the efficiency of total fuel utilization and to
expand alternative sources of energy. One of the more
promising alternative technologies for the transportation
energy sector is hydrogen-fueled fuel cells to reduce CO2
emissions, to end the dependence on petroleum, and to

prepare for the time at which oil reserves become de-
pleted. Nuclear energy is a candidate to supply the en-
ergy needed for extracting the hydrogen from water or
other molecules while avoiding concerns related to CO2
emissions.

In previous work,1–3 we provided a brief assessment
of energy efficiency and preliminary economics of alter-
native nuclear hydrogen production technologies. One of
our results was that an integrated system of a high-
temperature steam electrolysis ~HTSE! unit supported
by a supercritical CO2 ~SCO2! power conversion system
that is directly coupled to an advanced gas-cooled reactor*E-mail: byildiz@anl.gov
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~AGR! can be more energy efficient and more readily
feasible than other alternative technologies for nuclear
hydrogen production ~such as high-temperature sulfur
processes!, especially over an intermediate temperature
range of operation ~650 to 7508C!. The preliminary analy-
sis1,2 did not address the opportunities to improve the
system performance. This paper presents an investiga-
tion of some design aspects of this system, the HTSE-
SCO2-AGR, and the technical issues for its development.

I.A. Nuclear Hydrogen Production Processes

Several studies evaluated the candidate technologies
for nuclear energy–supported hydrogen production.1– 4

Currently, the leading alternatives for nuclear hydrogen
production are the HTSE ~Refs. 5, 6, and 7!, the Wes-
tinghouse hybrid sulfur process8 ~WSP!, and the sulfur-
iodine ~SI! thermochemical process.9 Other processes
have also been suggested but are less developed. The
main three technologies have been tested at lab scale but
need further development and demonstration for proof of
system integration feasibility, operability, and econom-
ics. In addition to the HTSE, WSP, and SI processes, the
Cu-Cl and UT-3 thermoelectrochemical processes are also
investigated by several groups for hydrogen production
supported by nuclear energy, as summarized by Yildiz
and Kazimi.1–3 The Cu-Cl and the UT-3 processes have
been proposed to achieve hydrogen production effi-
ciency of ;33 to 37% at 5008C and 34% at 7408C, re-
spectively. However, although the original UT-3 cycle
has been demonstrated, both of these processes are less
developed than the HTSE, WSP, and SI processes.

An efficiency estimate of the nuclear hydrogen pro-
duction technologies has been made based on an inte-
grated system that couples the hydrogen production
process to the nuclear reactor in a simple layout with no
thermal recuperation at the interface.1,2 Figures 1 and 2
show, respectively, the schematics for the thermochem-
ical processes that do not require electricity input and the
electrothermochemical processes that require electricity
input in addition to thermal energy input. Both the ther-
mochemical and thermoelectrochemical processes can
involve thermal recuperation within the stages of the de-

composition process, however, not necessarily in an op-
timized way as of now. Figure 3 indicates the efficiency
advantage of high-temperature steam electrolytic hydro-
gen production coupled to intermediate0high-temperature
gas-cooled reactors, especially over intermediate temper-
ature ranges.

I.B. Objective and Scope of This Work

As seen in Fig. 3, base case HTSE-SCO2-AGR tech-
nology can promise higher efficiency, especially at inter-
mediate to high temperatures. This advantage is primarily
due to the higher efficiency of the SCO2 recompression
Brayton cycle that is designed to operate well at inter-
mediate temperatures. Thus, our objective in this work is
to define configurations for system components and their
operational conditions to further improve the overall en-
ergy efficiency of the integrated system, HTSE-SCO2-
AGR. Consequently, the improved design performance
of nuclear hydrogen production technologies ~such as the
HTSE-SCO2-AGR! can be compared to nonnuclear al-
ternatives for hydrogen production on a more consistent
and sound basis.

Based on the analysis in this work, the HTSE-SCO2-
AGR can be founded on the development of four major
technologies:

1. the HTSE H2 production units composed of solid
oxide electrolysis cells ~SOEC!

2. the efficient and compact SCO2 recompression
Brayton cycle power conversion system with a
maximum temperature range of 550 to 7008C and
pressure of 22 MPa

3. updated AGR units operating at 20 MPa, based on
those that have been commercially operating in
the United Kingdom at 4 MPa of reactor pressure
since 1976

Fig. 1. Schematics for the simple coupling of the thermochem-
ical water-splitting process and nuclear reactor for hy-
drogen production.

Fig. 2. Schematics for the simple coupling of electrothermo-
chemical water-splitting process, nuclear reactor, and
power conversion system for hydrogen production.
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4. compact and highly effective heat exchangers that
can operate at high pressures and temperatures,
such as the printed circuit–type heat exchangers
~PCHE! by Heatric.

In this paper, we assess the thermodynamics of an
integrated HTSE-SCO2-AGR system and identify oppor-
tunities for improved design layout and operating condi-
tions for better thermal-to-hydrogen efficiency. In doing
so, we consider the key features of the necessary tech-
nological developments for this design: the performance
of candidate HTSE materials, the operating conditions of
the SCO2 recompression Brayton cycle, the material re-
strictions under high temperature and pressure CO2 en-
vironment for an updated AGR, and the effectiveness of
heat exchangers that can be included into this system.

The paper is structured as follows. Section II ex-
plains the characteristics of the HTSE systems and pro-
vides the basis of some HTSE performance-related
assumptions used in the plant thermodynamics analysis.
Section III gives a summary of the SCO2 system based
on the design by Dostal et al.,10 describes the AGR and
explains the necessary design upgrades for a new super-
critical pressure AGR concept to be ready for hydrogen
production, and summarizes the effect of CO2 corrosion-
related issues on the design of the integrated nuclear
hydrogen production system. Section IV presents the en-
ergy efficiency analysis and improved plant configura-
tion for the HTSE-SCO2-AGR. Section V provides the
concluding remarks of our work and the future research
needs of the design presented in this paper.

II. HIGH-TEMPERATURE ELECTROLYSIS

The HTSE process uses thermal energy and electric-
ity to split steam into hydrogen and oxygen in a solid
state electrochemical device. The electrochemical device
for the HTSE process can be called an SOEC. To a first
approximation, the electrochemistry of SOEC is the re-
verse of that of a solid oxide fuel cell ~SOFC!. The trans-
port process within an SOEC is schematically shown in
Fig. 4. The high-temperature operation for steam elec-
trolysis is favorable in terms of both the thermodynamics
of the process and the kinetics related to the materials of
SOEC.

For the endothermic reaction H2O~g!rH2~g!�
1
2
_ O2~g!

that can take place in a control volume, such as the SOEC
system, the change in Gibbs free energy of the reaction
DG, that is the difference between the chemical potential
of products and reactants, is given as

DG � DG0 � RT ln
PH2

PO2

102

PH2O

. ~1!

As the temperature increases, DG0 for electrolysis
decreases. For an electrolytic cell, the minimum revers-
ible electrical work necessary for the process is equiva-
lent to the difference between the electrochemical potential
of products and reactants, which is DG. Hence, for a
reversible system,

Wmin � �DG . ~2!

Fig. 3. Thermal-to-hydrogen energy efficiency ~using the LHV of hydrogen! of nuclear H2 production technologies.2
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Finally, the reversible voltage Er of the electrolysis
of any reactant gas is

Er �
�DG

ne{ℑ
, ~3!

where ne is the number of electrons ~two for electrolysis
of water! and ℑ is the Faraday constant ~96 485 C0mol!.
Equation ~3! allows one to express the reversible cell
voltage in terms of the Nernst relation:

Er � E0 �
RT

2ℑ
ln

PH2
PO2

102

PH2O

. ~4!

However, in actual operation, electrochemical sys-
tems encounter irreversibilities that lead to energy losses.
In an electrolytic cell, these irreversibilities are due to
three main mechanisms: The first is the activation a of
reactions for the evolution of H2 and O2 at the surface of
the electrodes, the second is the mass transfer c of species
to and within the porous electrodes, and the third is the
ohmic resistance V against the diffusion of oxygen ions
and electrons. In electrolysis, these irreversibilities trans-
late to additional electrical potential required for over-
coming each of the mechanisms that contribute to the
irreversibility. The additional electrical potential for elec-
trolysis is called the overpotential. –h � 6E � Er 6 repre-
sents the overpotential energy loss. Its components are
–ha, –hc, and –hV, respectively. Hence, the actual voltage to
be applied on the electrolytic cell ~SOEC in this case! is
expressed as

ER � E0 �
RT

2ℑ
ln

PH2
PO2

102

PH2O

� ~–ha � –hc � –hV! ,

where E0 � 0 . ~5!

The potential that is required for electrolysis de-
pends also on the hydrogen production rate per unit area
that is directly proportional to the current density in the
electrolytic cell. Typical behavior of the required cell
voltage and the associated power density applied on unit
cell area as a function of current density is shown in
Fig. 5. Contrary to SOFCs, there is no optimal power
density. The SOEC power density increases as the H2
production rate ~i.e., the current density! increases. At
each current density, the efficiency of an SOEC can be
represented by the voltage efficiency

h �
6Er 6

6E6
. ~6!

At a given operating temperature, the SOEC
materials must be chosen to minimize the overall

a The SEM micrograph of an electrolyte-supported SOFC is
taken from Ref. 13 and is modified to show the SOEC
representation.

Fig. 4. Transport process within an SOEC.a

Fig. 5. Dependence of SOEC cell voltage and power density
on current density ~example plot for theoretical mod-
eling of an LSM-YSZ-Ni0YSZ system at 7008C!.
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overpotential while maximizing the achievable current
density ~the production rate!. This objective is equiva-
lent to minimizing the irreversibilities.

The SOECs can operate using electroceramic mate-
rials for the electrolyte and electrodes similar to those
developed for solid oxide fuel cells. The most commonly
established materials for the SOFCs have also been ex-
perimented in the SOEC mode of operation for hydrogen
production. These are strontium-doped lanthanum man-
ganite ~LSM! as the anode, yittria-stabilized zirconia
~YSZ! as the electrolyte, and Ni-YSZ composite cermet
as the cathode.5–7 An analytical comparison of the elec-
trochemical performance of several SOFC materials in
the SOEC mode of operation is presented by Yildiz et al.12

Better-performing material candidates for oxygen elec-
trodes of SOECs have been developed and presented by
Meyers et al.,13 and improvement for hydrogen electrode
in SOEC operation is ongoing.

For the purposes of the analysis of an integrated H2
production plant in this work, we assume that the over-
potential losses can amount to a certain percentage of the
reversible cell voltage, rather than referring to specific
materials system. A voltage efficiency of 90% is typical
for the SOFCs as a goal in the future at relatively high
current density. Therefore, conservatively, we assume that
the overpotentials in the operation of SEOC units can
amount to 10 to 20% of the reversible cell voltage. This
range is used in the calculations for estimating the ther-
mal efficiency of the integrated system in Sec. IV.

III. SCO2 ADVANCED GAS-COOLED REACTOR AND

POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM

III.A. SCO2 Turbine Power Conversion System

Dostal et al.10 presented a systematic optimization of
SCO2 Brayton power cycles for application under prac-
tical constraints to advanced nuclear reactors. This study
shows that the recompression cycle excels with respect
to simplicity, compactness, cost, and thermal efficiency.
The layout of the SCO2 recompression Brayton cycle is
schematically shown in Fig. 6.

The thermodynamic optimization of the system in-
cluded the sizing and the effectiveness of the individual
components. For the basic design, a conservative tem-
perature for the turbine inlet was selected as 5508C, and
the compressor outlet pressure was set at 20 MPa. For
these operating conditions the direct cycle can achieve
45.3 to 46.6% of thermal efficiency. The cost of the power
plant was estimated to be;18% less expensive than one
using a conventional Rankine steam cycle. The capital
cost of the basic design is about equal to one using a
helium Brayton cycle, but the SCO2 cycle operates at
significantly lower temperatures. The reactor operating
experience with CO2 as coolant, for instance BritishAGRs,
is up to 6508C. The turbine inlet temperature of 6508C

was evaluated as an advanced design alternative for the
SCO2 recompression Brayton cycle. The thermal effi-
ciency of the advanced design would be close to 49.5 to
50.6%, and the reactor system with the direct SCO2 cycle
is then;24% less expensive than the steam indirect cycle
and 7% less expensive than a helium direct Brayton cycle.
It is expected in the future that high-temperature materi-
als will become available, and consequently, a high-
performance design with turbine inlet temperatures of
7008C would be possible. This high-performance design
achieves a thermal efficiency approaching 53%, which
can yield additional cost savings.

The operating conditions and the effect of turbo-
machinery efficiency on the thermal gross and net effi-
ciency of the system are presented in Table I.

The main advantage of the SCO2 turbine power con-
version system over the He turbine power conversion
system is its capability to achieve comparable or higher
energy efficiency at significantly lower temperatures ~550
versus 8508C! with a more compact and simple system
layout. This advantage can play an important role in favor
of using this system for Generation-IV reactors. Much
detail can be found in Ref. 10 about the design develop-
ment for the SCO2 recompression Brayton cycle.

The SCO2 cycle can be supported by any type of
reactor that has a reactor exit temperature of above 5508C
in either a direct or indirect way. We propose the direct
coupling of the SCO2 cycle to an updated design AGR,
for its advantageous implications in terms of energy and
cost savings, for a nuclear hydrogen production plant.
We adopt the design alternatives and operating condi-
tions presented in Table I for the SCO2 system in calcu-
lating the performance of the new HTSE-SCO2-AGR
system.

III.B. Advanced Gas-Cooled Reactor

The AGRs have been commercialized in the United
Kingdom since 1976. This section first briefly describes

Fig. 6. Layout for the SCO2 recompression Brayton cycle.10
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the features of the commercial AGR, then discusses the
design update that is proposed for AGR to support H2
production by steam electrolysis.

III.B.1. Commercial AGR

The AGR was a direct development from the earlier
gas-cooled MAGNOX reactors. The AGR units are of
660 MW~electric! capacity. The AGR fuel is enriched
uranium oxide contained within stainless steel cans that
allow a significant increase in operating temperature com-
pared to that of previous MAGNOX-type reactors. The
moderator is graphite as in the MAGNOX design. The
reactor coolant is CO2 at a system pressure of 4.2 MPa
and a reactor exit temperature of 6458C. The core is en-
closed within a prestressed concrete reactor vessel ~PCRV!
that has safety advantages. The vessel is made gas tight
by a thin mild steel liner that is protected from the high
gas coolant temperatures by foil and blanket insulation
attached to its inner surface.

The AGR fuel pins are ;1 m long and are arranged
in a 36-pin cluster within graphite fuel sleeves making up
a fuel element. Eight of these elements are stacked to-
gether vertically in each fuel channel. This arrangement
permits on-load refueling by allowing one pile cap stand-

pipe to be provided per channel. The reactor is indirectly
coupled to a Rankine cycle for electricity production.
The steam generators, which are of once-through design,
are located inside the pressure vessel. Figure 7 represents
the schematics of the plant layout for a commercial AGR
design. Table II summarizes the main design parameters
of the AGR, based on the reference plant of Hinkley
Point B.15

With the prototype plants, problems have been en-
countered during the construction, testing, and power-
raising phases. However, engineering and operational
solutions have been found for the majority of the prob-
lems. For instance, the higher gas temperatures and pres-
sures, combined with higher power densities in the AGR,
produced a more aggressive environment for all materi-
als in the circuit than that in a MAGNOX reactor. The
two conflicting materials issues due to the operating con-
ditions were graphite corrosion and carbon deposition on
the fuel. By operational experience, a coolant composi-
tion has been determined as a compromise between the
requirement to inhibit these tendencies, based upon lev-
els of CO, CH4, and H2O in the CO2 coolant gas.15–17

Extensive experience and data have been gained on the
issues of materials in a CO2 environment through the
operation of AGRs. This experience can help the design

TABLE I

Operating Conditions of the Selected Designs for the Recompression SCO2 Recompression Brayton Cycle*

Basic Design Advanced Design High-Performance Design

Turbomachinery Design Con.a B.E.b Con. B.E. Con. B.E.

Cycle thermal power @MW~thermal!# 600 600 600 600 600 600
Thermal efficiency ~%! 45.27 46.61 49.54 50.58 51.27 52.15
Net efficiency ~%! 41.00 42.40 45.24 46.35 46.96 47.96
Net electric power @MW~electric!# 246 254 272 278 282 288
Compressor outlet pressure ~MPa! 20 20 20 20 20 20
Pressure ratio 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6
Primary system pressure drop ~kPa! 130 130 130 130 130 130
Turbine inlet temperature ~8C! 550 550 650 650 750 750
Compressor inlet temperature ~8C! 32 32 32 32 32 32
Cooling water inlet temperature ~8C! 27 27 27 27 27 27
Mass flow rate ~kg0s! 3176 3246 2990 3027 2839 2877
Recompressed fraction 0.4 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.39 0.41
Total heat exchanger volume ~m3 ! 120 120 120 120 120 120
Turbine efficiency ~%! 90.0 92.9 90.0 92.9 90.0 92.9
Main compressor efficiency ~%! 89.0 92.9 89.0 92.9 89.0 92.9
Recompressed compressor efficiency ~%! 89.0 93.0 89.0 93.0 89.0 93.0
Generator efficiency ~%! 98.0 98.0 98.0 98.0 98.0 98.0
Mechanical losses ~%! 1 1 1 1 1 1
Parasitic losses ~%! 2 2 2 2 2 2
Switch yard losses ~%! 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

*Adapted from Ref. 10.
aConservative turbomachinery performance.
bBest-estimate turbomachinery performance.
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of future AGRs to operate in a more efficient and cost-
effective way.

III.B.2. Updated AGR Design Concept

Here, we explore a direct cycle AGR using an SCO2
gas turbine for viability. This concept has also been stud-
ied in the past and has been proposed to be feasible.15

Various cycles were studied in the 1970s ~Ref. 15! that
gave efficiencies mostly in the region 38 to 40% for a top
gas temperature of 7008C ~this estimate of efficiency is
lower than the design in Ref. 10 can achieve!. Neverthe-
less, the technology to develop an SCO2 turbine directly

coupled to a nuclear reactor was not present at that time,
and this concept has not been brought to realization. With
the progress in gas turbine technology that has taken
place over time, such an integrated system can be more
compact and cheaper than a steam cycle unit of similar
output. For instance, the most costly component of the
commercial AGR was the steam generator,16 and this
component would be eliminated by a direct-cycle super-
critical pressure design. The most important change re-
quired in the operation of an AGR to allow the use of a
direct-cycle SCO2 recompression Brayton cycle would
be the increased coolant pressure up to 20 MPa to match
the turbine inlet design pressure of this cycle.

II.B.2.a. Reactor Pressure Vessel. The increased pres-
sure requires design update, especially of the structural
components such as the reactor pressure vessel and con-
tainment. The prestressed concrete pressure vessel of com-
mercial AGRs may not safely withstand the 20 MPa of
system pressure. One solution may be to make the walls
of the pressure vessel much thicker. This can have high
cost implications. Another approach may be the use of a
prestressed cast iron pressure vessel ~PCIV!. This tech-
nology has been chosen by Massachusetts Institute of
Technology as a prime candidate for application to a
gas-cooled fast reactor ~GFR! because of its high assur-
ance against coolant leakage at a cost that is competitive
with that of PCRVs or conventional forged steel ves-
sels.18 A PCIV is an assembly of cast iron blocks inter-
laced with tensioned cables around a welded steel liner as
shown in Fig. 8. Leak tightness is provided by an inner
liner. The segments can be easily transported to any place
and have to be assembled and prestressed on-site. The
multitendon arrangement excludes any possibility for a
sudden burst as already proven by experiments. Large
cracks cannot progress as the compressive stresses are
superimposed with the tensile stresses due to internal

Fig. 7. Advanced gas-cooled reactor, commercial design schematics.14

TABLE II

Hinkley Point B ~AGR! Design Parameters*

Electrical output ~MW! 660
Overall thermal efficiency ~%! 41.6
Reactor thermal power ~MW! 1493
Mean channel gas temperature, inlet ~8C! 319
Mean channel gas temperature, outlet ~8C! 645
Coolant pressure ~bar! 42.4
Core diameter ~m! 11
Core height ~m! 9.8
Mean fuel element rating @MW~electric0tonne!# 5.14
Mean fuel element length ~mm! 1039
Mean pin diameter ~mm! 14.5
Enrichment, wt% 235U 2.55
Turbine stop valve pressure ~bar! 160
Turbine stop value temperature ~8C! 538
Turbine stop value reheat pressure ~bar! 39
Turbine stop value reheat temperature ~8C! 538
Turbine stop value feedwater temperature ~8C! 156

*Adapted from Ref. 15.
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pressure. Passive decay heat removal via the PCIV struc-
ture has also been tested and could be improved by inte-
gration of a passive vessel cooling system within the
PCIV wall. This could also improve the heat transfer
mechanism and open the potential for enlarging the power
size of a modular high-temperature reactor or other types
of modular reactors as well.19

II.B.2.b. Reactor Neutronics. The increased pres-
sure of CO2 is not expected to affect significantly the
neutronics of the new supercritical pressure AGR con-
cept. Since the moderator of AGR is graphite, the in-
crease in the density of CO2 at 20 MPa has negligible
effect on the reactivity increase. A preliminary analysis
of the reactivity feedback due to pressurization of a CO2-
cooled core ~20 MPa! of GFR design indicated an insig-
nificant increase in the reactivity due to coolant density.
A similarly small effect is expected for the influence of
high-pressure CO2 on AGR net reactivity.

II.B.2.c. Reactor Thermal Hydraulics. Thermal hy-
draulics of the SCO2 needs to be studied further for better
understanding the change in the physical properties of
the fluid and their implications to the heat transfer capa-
bility of CO2. Enhanced heat transfer performance is
expected at supercritical pressure due to the high heat
capacity of CO2 and its low viscosity. The core config-
uration may be redesigned to make the reactor core some-
what more compact by utilizing increased graphite and
the improved thermal properties of the supercritical cool-
ant, while still keeping the thermal neutron spectrum.
The possibility for passive safety capability needs to be
studied for this new AGR. A detailed design and heat
transfer optimization are needed to maximize potential
reactor-cooling system performance.

III.B.2.d. Materials. Durability of materials under
supercritical pressure and an intermediate temperature

CO2 environment is essential for the success of both the
SCO2 power conversion system and the new AGR con-
cept. There is extensive experience gained in AGR oper-
ations for inhibiting the reaction of CO2 with structural
materials, cladding, and graphite that causes material cor-
rosion. This experience can guide the design update of
the supercritical AGR concept with appropriate materials
selection. However, most of the tests in this area for
understanding the corrosion behavior in CO2-based cool-
ant and the AGR operations have been held at relatively
low pressures. Theoretical modeling and tests on mate-
rials for corrosion under supercritical pressure CO2 should
be performed to validate the durability of the materials
proposed for an updated design, with guidance from op-
erational AGRs’ experience. The materials-related issues
that have been overcome in AGR operations are pre-
sented in more detail in Ref. 11.

IV. H2 PRODUCTION PLANT: HTSE-SCO2-AGR

A nuclear hydrogen production plant should be de-
signed to recuperate as much heat from the product streams
as feasible to improve the energy efficiency and the cost
of production. The earlier analysis in Refs. 1 and 2 for the
HTSE-SCO2-AGR efficiency considered a simple plant
layout as in Fig. 9. In such a plant configuration, thermal
recuperation is not optimized. The efficiency recorded in
Fig. 3 for the HTSE-SCO2-AGR corresponds to the con-
figuration as in Fig. 9, with irreversibilities in the HTSE
unit equivalent to 10% of the ideal electrical energy needed
for the electrolysis. Table III summarizes the thermal-to-
hydrogen energy efficiency ~using LHV of hydrogen! of
this system with the simple base case design layout, using
the turbine inlet conditions that match the SCO2 cycle
design options. There is significant margin for improving

Fig. 8. Characteristic PCIV wall.19
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the efficiency and the economics of hydrogen production
from an HTSE-SCO2-AGR plant with thermal recuper-
ation from the product streams.

IV.A. Thermodynamics of H2 Production Using

Recuperative HTSE-SCO2-AGR

The product gases from the HTSE are ideally pure
hydrogen and oxygen. The product gases are produced at
high temperatures due to the process operating condi-
tions. Hence, the thermal energy content of the product
streams can be utilized for preheating the feedwater and0or
steam flow to the HTSE unit. This section presents the
approach and major assumptions for evaluating the HTSE-
AGR-SCO2 system configuration utilizing thermal recu-
peration from the product gases and0or the SCO2 cycle.

IV.A.1. Approach

For estimating the efficiency of the HTSE-SCO2-
AGR, we obtain a coupled solution of the following tasks:

1. evaluating the electrical energy needed for the
electrolysis of steam. For this task, we performed

thermodynamic calculations relevant to HTSE re-
versible and irreversible operation at a given tem-
perature and pressure.

2. obtaining the electricity production efficiency. For
this task, we used the thermodynamic analysis
code developed by Dostal10 for the SCO2 recom-
pression Brayton cycle and modified it to accom-
modate the changes in the SCO2 system for a
specific design layout for HTSE-SCO2-AGR.

3. evaluating heat exchanger conditions. For this task,
we performed thermodynamic calculations for ad-
ditional heat exchangers needed in the integrated
system for thermal regeneration.

4. matching the H2 production pressure to the dis-
tribution infrastructure pressure. For this task, we
evaluated the power required for pumping the
water and0or for compressing the hydrogen to the
distribution infrastructure pressure. In this work,
the hydrogen gas pipeline infrastructure inlet pres-
sure is chosen at a conservative value of 7 MPa.

IV.A.2. Assumptions

Three main assumptions made in the analytical eval-
uation of improved design layout in this work are related
to HTSE system properties, product stream temperature
at the outlet of the HTSE unit, and heat exchanger effec-
tiveness in a range of operating conditions.

IV.A.2.a. HTSE Unit Properties.

1. The materials and size of the HTSE unit SOECs’
electrodes and electrolyte have not been specified for this

Fig. 9. Simple plat layout for HTSE-SCO2-AGR.

TABLE III

Thermal-to-Hydrogen Energy Efficiency of a System
as in Fig. 9 as a Function of Temperature, at 1 atm

with No H2-Compression

Turbine inlet0HTSE temperature ~8C! 550 650 700
Process efficiency ~LHV! ~%! 41 45 46
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analysis. In Sec. II, we stated that each candidate set of
SOEC materials may yield a specific level of perfor-
mance associated with the magnitude of irreversibilities
in the electrochemical process. Here, we adopt a range of
fractional electrical energy loss due to irreversibilities in
the HTSE process for producing a unit amount of hydro-
gen. The ideal ~minimum! amount of electrical energy
needed in the HTSE process is the Gibbs free energy
change DG for the electrolysis reaction at a given tem-
perature and pressure. Hence, the actual amount of elec-
trical energy needed for the HTSE process, WES , in this
analysis is taken as

WES � DGES � WES-OP , ~7!

where

0.1 � DGES � WES-OP � 0.2 � DGES

DGES � Gibbs free energy change for electrolysis
reaction, equivalent to the ideal amount of
electrical energy needed for electrolysis

WES-OP � electrical energy required to compensate
for the overpotentials0irreversibilities in
the steam electrolysis cells.

The range taken for the fractional electrical energy
losses is based on the performance of the current SOFC
technology and expected future development.

2. The inlet flow to the HTSE unit is pure steam at
the desired temperature and pressure. Certain SOEC cath-
ode materials can be susceptible to oxidation and degra-
dation when exposed to high-steam partial pressure. For
instance, the most conventional SOFC anode Ni-YSZ
cermet can serve as the cathode of SOECs. Nevertheless,
Ni fine particles in the cermet are subject to oxidation
and consequently agglomeration, which deteriorates the
electrode performance under a high-steam-concentration
environment. The degradation of the Ni-YSZ cathode
can be slowed down and stabilized by including hydro-
gen along with steam at the inlet for the cathode of the
SOEC. This approach does not completely solve the elec-
trode performance degradation problem. Moreover, other
materials development can potentially serve as better
SOEC cathodes, which do not degrade ~or degrade min-
imally! under high steam content, while maintaining high
catalytic activity. In such a case, the inlet stream to the
HTSE can be taken as pure steam. In this analysis, we
assume that the inlet stream is only high-temperature
steam, and that the SOEC cathode is chosen to accom-
modate this condition without significant degradation.
Hence, the range of irreversible energy losses described
above is likely to be still valid. In terms of thermodynam-
ics, even with excess H2 at the inlet stream, it would be
recycled0regenerated within the plant and would not cause
a significant effect on system efficiency. The excess H2
that enters and exits the HTSE does not affect the energy

balance in the HTSE unit, and the preheating and post-
cooling of the excess H2 can be balanced in the plant.

3. Water vapor can coexist with hydrogen at the out-
let of the HTSE if the HTSE unit is designed such that the
inlet steam flow cannot dissociate completely by elec-
trolysis. In this analysis, we assume that the HTSE unit
utilizes all the steam to be electrolyzed to produce only
hydrogen and oxygen at the outlet. If excess H2O~g! along
with product H2 were present at the exit of the HTSE
unit, the separation of H2O~g! from the product stream
can take place by condensing the steam while recuperat-
ing the thermal energy content of the outlet streams of the
HTSE unit.

IV.A.2.b. Temperature of Product Gases. The tem-
perature of the product gases ~hydrogen and oxygen! at
the outlet of the HTSE unit depends on three factors:

1. the inlet steam temperature

2. the rate of heat production in the HTSE unit. The
cell irreversibilities, which require additional ap-
plied electrical potential on the SOEC cells, con-
vert to heat production in the cells. The heat
production can help increase the temperature of
the electrolysis process and consequently that of
the product gases.

3. the rate of heat loss from the HTSE unit.

Here, we assume that the SOECs are designed to
operate at a current density that allows for adiabatic op-
eration of the HTSE unit, with no net heat loss or gener-
ation. Thus, the temperature of the outlet product streams
can be taken the same as that of the inlet stream.

IV.A.2.c. Heat Exchanger0Recuperator Effectiveness.
One of the main goals of this design work is to keep the
integrated system as compact as possible, as was the case
for the SCO2 system development. The PCHEs by the
British company Heatric are currently the most effective
and compact heat exchangers and have been recom-
mended in the development of the SCO2 cycle for ac-
commodating large pressure differentials.10 We also
choose to use this technology as recuperators for regen-
erating the heat from the product streams to preheat the
water0steam. Thus, we utilize the performance features
of the PCHEs in the evaluation of plant efficiency. A
major advantage of the Heatric units is their ability to
operate at high temperatures and under high pressure.
Figure 10 shows the current operating experience of
Heatric heat exchangers. Figure 10 and informative com-
munication with Heatric ~Ref. 21! indicate that our in-
tended application can fall within the current reliable
operating limits of the PCHEs if the highest temperature
~the HSTE temperature! and the pressure at the highest
temperature location are limited to 9008C and 3 MPa,
respectively. Nevertheless, Heatric is developing new ma-
terials that can operate well at 9008C but also at higher
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pressures, and the materials composition is currently kept
confidential. Based on PCHE features, we also assume
that the hot side with inlet temperature of TH, in in a re-
cuperator can raise the cold-side outlet temperature up to
TC,out � TH, in � 308C.

IV.B. Integrated Plant Component Analysis

In HTSE-SCO2-AGR in this work, hydrogen is the
main product, and the electricity production level is just
sufficient for accomplishing the electrolysis and for sup-
porting the plant. The plant can be designed to incorpo-
rate a separation distance or a separation barrier between
the nuclear reactor and the hydrogen production process
for ensuring an acceptable level of safety of the inte-
grated plant. However, the actual form of this separation,
if any, and its safety implications are still to be investi-
gated. This work assumes a physical barrier instead of a
separation distance to eliminate accident propagation be-
tween the nuclear and hydrogen plants. Consequently,
the heat losses due to transporting the fluids from the
nuclear plant for heating the water0steam at the electrol-
ysis plant are presumed negligible.

IV.B.1. Energy Balance for Plant Components

IV.B.1.a. HTSE Unit. A thermodynamic analysis of
the steam electrolysis process is needed for determining
the energy efficiency of the integrated plant. The energy
needed for dissociation of steam as H2O~g! r H2~g! �
1
2
_O2~g! is

DHES � Qth, ES � DGES , ~8!

where

Qth,ES � thermal energy ~provided by the reactor or
by thermal recuperation from product gases
or the working fluid of the power conver-
sion system! for preheating water0steam to
the electrolysis temperature. In this work,

the HTSE unit is taken to operate at a volt-
age where the endothermic heat of reaction
for electrolysis is compensated by the ir-
reversible dissipation of overpotentials as
heat in the HTSE unit SOEC cells. Thus,
Qth,ES does not include the endothermic heat
of reaction.

DGES � Gibbs free energy change for the electrol-
ysis reaction, which corresponds to the ideal
~minimum! amount of electrical energy
needed for the electrolysis of H2O at a given
temperature and pressure to produce a unit
amount of H2.

The total thermal energy Qth,ES required for preheat-
ing the water0steam is evaluated as

Qth, ES � Qth, Reactor � Qth, Recup

� _mH2O~hH2O,out � hH2O, in !

� _mH2O��
TH2O, in

TH2O, sat

cp~T ! dT � hfg

��
TH2O,sat

THTSE

cp~T ! dT� , ~9!

where

Qth,Reactor � thermal energy provided directly by the
nuclear reactor ~or indirectly by the
working fluid of the power conversion
system! for preheating water0steam to
a higher temperature

Qth,Recup � thermal energy provided by thermal
recuperation from product gases for
preheating water0steam to a higher
temperature

_mH2O � mass flow rate of feed water0steam in
the system

h � enthalpy

cp � heat capacity, a function of temperature
at a given pressure

hfg � heat of vaporization for H2O at a given
pressure

TH2O, sat � saturation temperature of H2O at a given
pressure

THTSE � steam electrolysis temperature.

The total thermal energy transfer to water0steam can
take place in multiple steps with more than one heat
exchanger. This can involve heat transfer from the reac-
tor coolant, the product gases, and the working fluid of

Fig. 10. Current operating experience of Heatric PCHEs
~Ref. 20!.
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the power conversion system ~in a direct cycle plant, the
working fluid and the reactor coolant are the same!.

Qth, ES � (
j�1

N

_mH2O
j ~hH2O,out

j � hH2O, in
j !

�(
j�1

N

_mHF
j ~hHF, in

j � hHF,out
j ! , ~10!

where

_mHF � mass flow rate of feed hot fluid heating the
water0steam flow

N � number of heat exchangers for heating the
water0steam flow in the plant

j � j ’th heat exchanger where j � 1 to N.

The actual amount of electrical energy needed for
the electrolysis, as explained in Sec. II, should include
the overpotential-related electrical energy losses that need
to be compensated for, namely, those due to the irrevers-
ibilities that arise from activation of the reaction inter-
mediate steps, the mass transfer limitations, and the ohmic
resistances. Thus, the actual amount of electrical energy
needed for electrolysis to produce a unit amount of H2
can be expressed as WES :

WES � E � neℑ � DGES � WES-OP � DGES � –h� neℑ ,

~11!

where the cell potential is E � Er � –h. WES is supplied by
the power conversion system that is adopted into the
design concept for the plant.

IV.B.1.b. Reactor. The SCO2 cools the reactor and
undergoes enthalpy change equivalent to the total reactor
power Qth:

Qth � _mCO2
~hCO2,out � hCO2, in ! . ~12!

The enthalpy carried by the SCO2 is converted to elec-
trical energy by the SCO2 recompression cycle and to the
thermal energy of the water0steam by its preheating be-
fore the electrolysis unit.

IV.B.1.c. SCO2 Power Conversion System. The SCO2
power conversion system is sized to produce enough elec-
tricity for supplying the HTSE unit WES and for support-
ing the plant in this analysis. The thermal energy required
by the power conversion system Qth,SCO2

is equivalent to

Qth,SCO2
�

WES

hSCO2

�
WP � WC

hSCO2

, ~13!

where

hSCO2
� efficiency of the SCO2 recompression

Brayton cycle

WP,WC � work required for pumping or compress-
ing the fluids related to the HTSE process
in the plant.

The cycle efficiency values hSCO2
are based on the analy-

sis done by using the thermodynamic analysis code for
the SCO2 cycle given the operating conditions defined
for each plant configuration.

IV.B.1.d. Heat Exchangers. For each heat exchanger
that is used for heating the feedwater0steam to the HTSE
unit, the heat balance is established as follows:

_mH2O
j ~hH2O,out

j � hH2O, in
j ! � _mHF

j ~hHF, in
j � hHF,out

j ! .

~14a!

We apply a condition on regeneration in the recuper-
ating heat exchangers that the hot side with inlet temper-
ature of TH, in in a recuperator can raise the cold-side
outlet temperature up to TC,out � TH, in � 308C.

The electrical heating that can be necessary for rais-
ing the steam temperature at the inlet of the HTSE unit to
the process temperature is considered similarly and is
found as

Qelec-heating �
Welec-heating

hSCO2

�
_mH2O

j ~hH2O,out
j � hH2O, in

j !

hSCO2

.

~14b!

Equations ~7! through ~14! are solved as a set of
coupled thermal energy balance to find the state of the
feedwater0steam and the energy transfer at each step for
each configuration that is evaluated.

IV.B.1.e. Pumping and Compression. The product
hydrogen should be delivered at a pressure that matches
the distribution infrastructure pressure. This can be
achieved in three ways:

1. electrolyzing steam at atmospheric pressure and
compressing the product hydrogen gas up to the
distribution infrastructure pressure

2. pumping water up to the distribution infrastruc-
ture pressure and electrolyzing steam at this high
pressure

3. partially pumping water to be electrolyzed at
relatively high pressure and by additional com-
pression of the product hydrogen to match the
distribution infrastructure pressure.

All three cases are evaluated in this work for differ-
ent plant configurations.
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The work required for pumping the water to the de-
sired pressure is evaluated as

WP �
WP, ideal

hP

�
_mH2O~hP,out, s � hP, in !

hP

, ~15!

where

WP, ideal � ideal ~minimum! work spent for pumping
a fluid up to a higher pressure

hP � pump efficiency ~0.85 in this work!

hP,out,s � ideal enthalpy of the fluid at the exit of the
pump after isentropic compression.

The work required for compressing the hydrogen
produced at the HTSE system pressure to the desired
distribution pressure is evaluated as

WC �
WC, ideal

hC

�
_mH2
~hC,out, s � hC, in !

hC

�
1

hC

_mH2
RTin� k

k � 1��� PH2,out

PH2, in
�~k�1!0k

� 1� ,

where

k � cp0cy ~16!

WC, ideal � ideal ~minimum! work spent for
pumping a fluid up to a higher
pressure

hC � compressor efficiency ~0.85 in this
work!

_mH2
� mass flow rate of hydrogen.

IV.B.2. Hydrogen Production Efficiency

The energy efficiency of the hydrogen production
using the HTSE process, hH, p, is estimated as the ratio of
the heating value of hydrogen to the total thermal energy
needed to drive the electrolysis process:

hH, p �
DHr,H2

Qth, ES, Reactor �
DGES � WES-OP

hSCO2

. ~17!

The hydrogen production process efficiency hH, p for
different processes has usually been the means of com-
parison among different hydrogen production alterna-
tives. The overall thermal-to-hydrogen energy conversion
efficiency of the nuclear hydrogen production plant for
each configuration is then calculated as

hH �
DHr,H2

Qth, ES, Reactor �
~DGES � WES-OP !� WP � WC

hSCO2

,

~18!

where

DHr,H2
� enthalpy of reaction for the combustion of

H2~g! with oxygen, equivalent to the heat-
ing value of hydrogen, which is the energy
that can be recovered by oxidizing H2~g! .
Low heating value of hydrogen ~LHVH! is
used for evaluating the hydrogen produc-
tion process efficiency in this work.

WES-OP � electrical energy required to compensate
for the overpotentials0irreversibilities in
the steam electrolysis cells. The dissipa-
tion of overpotential work term as heat in
the SOECs is not taken explicitly here.
This is due to the assumption that the
operating voltage is chosen such that the
irreversible heat generation term compen-
sates for the endothermic heat of electrol-
ysis reaction in the SOECs.

IV.C. Plant Layout Evaluation

The integration of the nuclear and hydrogen plants
should incorporate thermal energy recuperation ~regen-
eration! as much as feasible. The purpose of the regen-
eration of thermal energy is to preheat the feedwater0
steam before it reaches the HTSE unit, thus reducing the
required reactor power. Multiple stages of regeneration
can be incorporated on the path of the feedwater0steam
to improve the efficiency of the plant. Nevertheless, each
stage of thermal regeneration involves an additional heat
exchanger0recuperator that increases the capital cost of
the plant. A compromise is to be achieved between the
additional recuperators and the increase in the capital
cost of the proposed design.

The high-temperature product gases from the HTSE
unit are the obvious hot flow streams from which to
recuperate heat. They leave the HTSE unit at the elec-
trolysis temperature TES with significant thermal energy
content. Therefore, they can be used for preheating the
steam at high temperatures. With sufficiently high HTSE
temperature, the product gases can be at temperatures
greater than that of the reactor exit TR,out . This configu-
ration can give the flexibility for removing the burden of
attaining very high temperature at the reactor exit as for
the reactors proposed for driving high-temperature ther-
mochemical water-splitting processes. For the purpose
of this work, the electrolysis temperature is taken as 9008C,
and possible arrangements have been evaluated for im-
proving the integration of the systems to provide the
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9008C of steam to the HTSE unit in the most efficient
way. The proposed scheme is presented here.

IV.C.1. Recuperative HTSE-AGR-SCO2: Intermediate
Temperature and Intermediate Pressure IHX

Figure 11 shows the flow diagram for the HTSE-
AGR-SCO2 integrated plant configuration in this work,
using thermal regeneration from the hydrogen and oxy-
gen product streams by two separate recuperators, RO
and RH. The preheating of water is accomplished through
an intermediate heat exchanger ~IHX! between the SCO2
turbine exit and the feedwater streams.An electrical heater
provides heat to raise the temperature of the feed steam to
the electrolysis temperature to compensate for the inef-
ficiency of the recuperators RO and RH.

The IHX in the configuration shown in Fig. 11 could
also be placed at the flow stream from the exit of AGR. In
that case, the IHX would be subject to higher pressure
differential between the hot and cold sides and at rela-
tively high temperature at the inlet of the hot side. The
hot-side pressure in IHX would be ;20 MPa, and the
inlet temperature would range from 550 to 7008C de-
pending on the design option. The cold-side pressure
could range from atmospheric to 7 MPa, and the inlet
temperature would be ambient ~308C!. A more feasible
configuration involves heat transfer by recuperation from
a relatively lower temperature and pressure flow stream
in the plant. Reducing the thermal and pressure gradients
in the IHX provides better flexibility in choosing durable
but less costly structural materials for the IHX. The al-
ternative to preheat and boil the feedwater should not

significantly interfere with the simplicity of the SCO2
cycle while still having enough heat capacity to bring the
feedwater to saturated steam condition at the pressure of
the cold side of the IHX. The best candidate stream for
this process is the exit from the SCO2 turbine as repre-
sented in Fig. 11, instead of the high-pressure high-
temperature exit from the AGR.

IV.C.2. Advantages of the Recuperative
HTSE-AGR-SCO2 with Intermediate
Temperature and Intermediate Pressure IHX

In addition to the expected gain in IHX cost and
durability due to less harsh thermal and pressure gradi-
ents, there are two more advantages for the configuration
in Fig. 11 over that with the IHX at the AGR exit. The
first is the flexibility that can be brought to controlling
the electricity and hydrogen production rates with re-
spect to each other in a limited range. It is very likely that
a utility may prefer to adjust the electrical output depend-
ing on demand, while keeping the reactor power the same,
in order to maximize profits. Hydrogen can be stored at
low peak hours, and the demand for hydrogen can be
followed by the help of onsite storage units. However,
electricity demand cannot be followed in the same man-
ner. The configuration in Fig. 11 can accomplish regula-
tion of the electricity production rate closer to the
electricity demand only by adjusting the feedwater flow
rate sent to the IHX.

The hydrogen and oxygen product streams have high
heat capacity, however, they are not sufficient to raise
the temperature of the feedwater from ambient to above

Fig. 11. Schematic showing the integrated HTSE-SCO2-AGR plant, with recuperation of heat into steam from hydrogen and
oxygen flow streams and with heat provided from the SCO2 turbine exit for boiling the feedwater stream.
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boiling. The total energy needed for raising the temper-
ature of water up to 9008C is decomposed as below:

Qth, ES � _mH2O��
TH2O, in

TH2O, sat

cp~T ! dT � hfg

��
TH2O, sat

THTSE

cp~T ! dT� . ~19!

Specifically, the heat of vaporization, hfg, amounts to the
highest fraction of energy requirement. The thermal en-
ergy that can be transferred to the feedwater is less than
this value. Therefore, boiling of the feedwater should at
least be started by heat transfer from the IHX with the SCO2
as the heat source. For the feasibility of the configuration,
we decide to have the boiling of the feedwater start and
complete only at one location0component in the system.
Hence, the IHX serves as a boiler for the feedwater, and
the feedwater exits the IHX as saturated steam for a given
pressure, TH2O, sat . The rest of the heat transfer required
for raising the steam temperature to TES ~� 9008C! is taken
from the hydrogen and oxygen product streams in RH and
RO and from the electrical heater. Since, the recuperators
in the system are assumed to be of the PCHE type, the steam
can be raised to a temperature 308C below the products’
highest temperature ~that is also the HTSE temperature!.
Hence, the electrical heater supplies heat for raising the
temperature of steam from 870 to 9008C at a given pressure.

If the feedwater flow rate into the IHX decreases, the
temperature of the hot-stream CO2 at the exit of the IHX
that goes into the high-temperature recuperator in-
creases. The increase in the temperature of this stream
causes an increase in the reactor inlet temperature. With
a constant nuclear power, the temperature of the SCO2
coolant at the reactor increases. Consequently, the effi-
ciency of the electricity production system increases, and

more electricity is produced. At the same time, the rate of
hydrogen production decreases because of the lower feed-
water flow rate. The opposite sequence will occur if the
feedwater flow rate to the IHX is increased.

The second main advantage is the additional separa-
tion of the hydrogen production process from the nuclear
reactor by means of coupling the HTSE unit to the SCO2
cycle rather than the reactor. In this way, the flow stream
of the hydrogen is farther away from a flow stream that
is directly coupled to the reactor. This can yield better
safety implications.

IV.C.3. Performance of the Recuperative
HTSE-AGR-SCO2

Evaluation of the plant efficiency for the configura-
tion in Fig. 11 considers electricity production only suf-
ficient to drive hydrogen production. The unit amount of
hydrogen production rate is taken as 1 kg0s. The base
case pressure for the HTSE unit is taken as 1 atm. The
base design for the recuperative configuration of the
HTSE-SCO2-AGR assumes a conservative performance
of the turbomachinery in the SCO2 cycle. Table IV sum-
marizes the results for the electricity and hydrogen pro-
duction efficiency, reactor inlet temperature, and the ratio
of flow rates of CO2 and H2. The fractional reactor power
needed for the preheating and boiling of the feedwater is
presented for the base case pressure at two temperatures
for the reactor exit: 550 and 6508C.

The results in Table IV, compared to those in Table III,
indicate that, at the base case pressure operation, the
recuperative configuration improved the efficiency of the
process by 16% fractional ~6.5% absolute! and 13% frac-
tional ~6% absolute! for reactor exit temperatures of 550
and 6508C, respectively. In this comparison, neither the
nonrecuperative nor the recuperative configurations in-
clude the compression of the product hydrogen for delivery.

TABLE IV

The Results for the Base Case Recuperative HTSE-SCO2-AGR Configuration Represented in Fig. 9 with Conservative
Turbomachinery Design in SCO2 Cycle

Electrolysis pressure ~MPa!; temperature ~8C! 0.1; 900

Reactor exit temperature, TR,out ~8C! 550 650

Design based on turbomachinery efficiency Conservative Conservative

Reversible cell voltage, Er ~V! �0.933 �0.933

Overpotential ~% of Er ! 0 10 20 0 10 20
Percent of reactor power for H2O preheating, R ~%! 10.0 9.2 8.5 10.7 9.9 9.1
Reactor inlet temperature, TR,in ~8C! 386.2 387.6 388.8 470.3 471.9 473.4
Ratio of flow rates ~mCO2

0mH2
! 1237 1357 1520 1020 1112 1220

Electrical efficiency, hel ~%! 39.1 39.5 39.7 42.0 42.4 42.7
Process hydrogen efficiency, hH,p ~LHV, %! 51.8 47.5 43.9 55.6 51.0 47.2
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IV.C.4. Effect of HTSE Pressure on the Performance

It is easier to distribute the product gas to the pipe-
lines at significantly higher pressures than atmospheric
pressure. This can be achieved in three ways: compress-
ing the hydrogen produced at atmospheric pressure up to
the distribution pressure, pumping the feedwater to the
required high pressure prior to when the HTSE takes
place, or a combination of both schemes. The high-
pressure production of hydrogen at HTSE saves com-
pression energy since the work needed for pumping the
water up to the required high pressure @WP in Eq. ~15!# is
less than that required for compressing the product hy-
drogen from atmospheric pressure at high temperature to
the same high pressure @WC in Eq. ~16!#. A constraint on
the limit of the pressure that HTSE can operate is the
capability of the recuperator ~RO and RH! materials to
handle the 9008C hot-side temperature reliably at high
pressures. As seen in Fig. 10, the currently reliable op-
erating experience of PCHE-type recuperators is within
3 MPa at a maximum temperature of 9008C. Meanwhile,
communication with Heatric representatives indicates that
PCHE materials stronger than the current materials will
be available in the near future. On the other hand, the
electrical energy required in the HTSE unit increases at
high pressure since the change in Gibbs free energy of
the reaction increases with pressure. The increase in the
HTSE energy requirement can balance or overcome the
energy savings from compression. Another advantage of
high-pressure operation in the HTSE unit is the expected
significant reduction in the size of the HTSE components
and units that consequently can reduce their capital cost
of the HTSE unit. However, the walls and the leak-
tightness of the components will be more expensive.
Hence, the optimal operating high pressure can be a com-
promise between the gain from H2-compression work,
loss from electrical energy needed for the HTSE process,
and the net gain or loss from the capital cost of the
recuperative HSTE unit. We do not evaluate the econom-
ics of this configuration in this paper and consider the
high-pressure operation of the recuperative HTSE-SCO2-
AGR within a pressure range of 3 to 7 MPa for its effect
on the efficiency.

Figure 12 and Tables V and VI show the temperature
of flow streams and flow ratios at different locations of
the HTSE recuperative unit. The flow-split ratio into
streams 2a and 2b for H2O~g! is found such that the tem-
peratures at 3a and 3b are equal ~T3a � T3b! and tempera-
tures at 6 and 8 are equal ~T6 � T8!. Even if they were not
taken equal, the flow split would be adjusted to satisfy the
energy balance. Another criterion for the stated tempera-
tures would yield the same energy efficiency values as long
as H2O~g! is raised to the same temperature ~308C below
the HTSE temperature! starting from saturated steam con-
dition using only the H2 and O2 product gas streams.

It can be seen from Table VII and Fig. 13 that as the
pressure of the high-temperature electrolysis increases,

the efficiency of producing hydrogen ~without0before
compression!, hH,P, with this process decreases. This is
due to the increasing Gibbs free energy change of the
electrolysis reaction with increasing pressure. The eval-
uation is based on a system where the feedwater range of
pressures ~0.1 to 7 MPa in this case! is available to the
system starting from the inlet of the IHX. Thus, the work

Fig. 12. Schematics of recuperation and HTSE unit within the
HTSE-SCO2-AGR.

TABLE V

Temperature of Flow Streams ~H2O, H2, and O2!
at Different Locations

P � 0.1 MPa P � 3 MPa P � 7 MPa

Point
Temperature
~8C!

Temperature
~8C!

Temperature
~8C!

1 30.0 30.0 30.0
2 100.0 233.9 278.2
2a 100.0 233.9 278.2
2b 100.0 233.9 278.2
3a 870.0 870.0 870.0
3b 870.0 870.0 870.0
4 900.0 900.0 900.0
5 900.0 900.0 900.0
6 265.8 345.7 346.0
7 900.0 900.0 900.0
8 265.8 345.7 346.2

TABLE VI

Flow Split Ratios of H2O Before Recuperators

Percent of
Flow in P � 0.1 MPa P � 3 MPa P � 7 MPa

Stream a 36.3 36.5 36.6
Stream b 63.7 63.5 63.4
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TABLE VII

Comparison of the Process and Overall Energy Efficiency for the Recuperative HTSE-SCO2-AGR Plant Configuration
Represented in Figs. 11, 12, and 14 Under Different Operating Conditions

Electrolysis pressure ~MPa!; temperature ~8C! 0.1; 900

Reactor exit temperature, TR,out ~8C! 550 650

Design based on turbomachinery efficiency Conservative Conservative

Overpotential ~% of Er! 0 10 20 0 10 20
Process hydrogen efficiency, hH,p ~LHV, %! 51.8 47.5 43.9 55.6 51.0 47.2
Overall hydrogen efficiency, hH ~LHV, %! 47.0 43.5 40.4 49.6 45.9 42.8

Electrolysis pressure ~MPa!; temperature ~8C! 3; 900

Reactor exit temperature, TR,out ~8C! 550

Design based on turbomachinery efficiency Conservative Best Estimate

Overpotential ~% of Er! 0 10 20 0 10 20
Process hydrogen efficiency, hH,p ~LHV, %! 47.7 43.8 40.5 49.6 45.3 41.9
Overall hydrogen efficiency, hH ~LHV, %! 46.1 42.4 39.3 47.8 43.8 40.6

Electrolysis pressure ~MPa!; temperature ~8C! 7; 900

Reactor exit temperature, TR,out ~8C! 550

Design based on turbomachinery efficiency Conservative Best Estimate

Overpotential ~% of Er! 0 10 20 0 10 20
Process hydrogen efficiency, hH,p ~LHV, %! 46.8 42.9 39.7 48.7 44.8 41.4
Overall hydrogen efficiency, hH ~LHV, %! 45.2 41.6 38.6 47.0 43.3 40.2

Electrolysis pressure ~MPa!; temperature ~8C! 3; 900

Reactor exit temperature, TR,out ~8C! 650

Design based on turbomachinery efficiency Conservative Best Estimate

Overpotential ~% of Er! 0 10 20 0 10 20
Process hydrogen efficiency, hH,p ~LHV, %! 51.1 46.7 43.4 52.5 48.7 44.8
Overall hydrogen efficiency, hH ~LHV, %! 49.2 45.1 42.0 50.4 46.9 43.3

Electrolysis pressure ~MPa!; temperature ~8C! 7; 900

Reactor exit temperature, TR,out ~8C! 650

Design based on turbomachinery efficiency Conservative Best Estimate

Overpotential ~% of Er! 0 10 20 0 10 20
Process hydrogen efficiency, hH,p ~LHV, %! 50.3 46.1 42.6 52.1 47.7 44.3
Overall hydrogen efficiency, hH ~LHV, %! 48.5 44.6 41.3 50.1 46.1 42.9

Electrolysis pressure ~MPa!; temperature ~8C! 3; 900

Reactor exit temperature, TR,out ~8C! 700

Design based on turbomachinery efficiency Conservative Best Estimate

Overpotential ~% of Er! 0 10 20 0 10 20
Process hydrogen efficiency, hH,p ~LHV, %! 52.50 48.20 44.80 54.40 50.10 46.20
Overall hydrogen efficiency, hH ~LHV, %! 50.4 46.4 43.3 52.2 48.2 44.6

Electrolysis pressure ~MPa!; temperature ~8C! 7; 900

Reactor exit temperature, TR,out ~8C! 700

Design based on turbomachinery efficiency Conservative Best Estimate

Overpotential ~% of Er! 0 10 20 0 10 20
Process hydrogen efficiency, hH,p ~LHV, %! 51.60 47.70 43.80 53.50 49.10 45.30
Overall hydrogen efficiency, hH ~LHV, %! 49.7 46.1 42.4 51.4 47.4 43.8
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needed for pumping the feedwater to a required pressure
is not included. In addition, the supplementary compres-
sion of the produced hydrogen up to the distribution in-
frastructure pressure ~7 MPa in this case! is not considered
within hH,P. Figure 14 shows configurations where the
product H2 can be brought up to the distribution pressure.
The layout in Fig. 14a includes additional pumping to
raise the pressure of feedwater to the required distribu-
tion pressure at which the HTSE unit operates. The lay-
out in Fig. 14b considers additional compression of H2
produced at 1 atm up to the distribution pressure. The
layout in Fig. 14c considers pumping the feedwater to an
intermediate pressure ~3 MPa in this case! and further
compressing the H2 produced at the intermediate pres-
sure up to the distribution pressure.

Table VII and Fig. 13 also present the comparison of
the overall hydrogen production efficiency hH of the in-
tegrated recuperative HTSE-SCO2-AGR plant as shown
in Figs. 11, 12, and 14. The overall plant hydrogen pro-
duction efficiency hH includes the work spent for pump-
ing and compression in different pressurization schemes.
An optimal pressure cannot be chosen based only on the
plant efficiency values. The overall plant hydrogen pro-
duction efficiency hH decreases with increasing pressure
~in a less sharp way than the decrease for the process
efficiency hH,P!. An improvement in capital cost and
feasibility is expected from downsizing of the HTSE unit
at relatively high pressures. A similar advantageous over-
all effect of pressure is expected for the cost of the gas-
cooled reactors, as discussed by Schlenker.22 However, a
coupled cost and efficiency analysis is required to find
out the quantitative implications of HTSE operating pres-
sure on economics and to decide on the optimal operating
pressure. The coupled effect of system pressure on effi-
ciency, capital cost, and product cost can be qualitatively

shown as in Fig. 15. We expect that an intermediate pres-
sure can be preferential.

IV.C.5. Additional Low-Temperature Recuperation
from the Product Gases

The exit temperatures of the product gases after the
high-temperature recuperators RO and RH are signifi-
cantly high, as seen in Table V, especially at higher pres-
sures.Alternatives for utilizing the thermal energy content
of the product gases after the high-temperature recuper-
ators RO and RH are discussed in this section as follows.

1. Produce steam for driving a Rankine cycle to gen-
erate additional electricity: At 7 MPa, the stochiometri-
cally produced 1 kg of H2 and 8 kg of O2 can heat

Fig. 13. Comparison of the process ~hH,P! and overall energy
efficiency ~hH! for the recuperative HTSE-SCO2 AGR
plant configuration represented in Figs. 11 and 14 for
different reactor exit temperatures with HTSE oper-
ating at 90% voltage efficiency.

Fig. 14. Schemes for raising the pressure of the product hy-
drogen up to 7 MPa: ~a! pumping the feedwater up to
7 MPa for HTSE and distribution at 7 MPa; ~b! com-
pressing the H2 produced at 1 atm up to 7 MPa; and
~c! pumping the feedwater to 3 MPa and the H2 pro-
duced at 3 MPa up to 7 MPa.
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2.41 kg of H2O from 20 to 2788C saturated-steam con-
dition at 7 MPa. In this process, the product gases are
assumed to cool from 354 to 608C, transferring 6.52 MJ
heat to make steam. If the steam is sent to a Rankine
cycle of 33% efficiency, 2.2 MJ of electrical energy can
be produced. The heating value of H2 is 120 MJ0kg.
Thus, for 120-MW~hydrogen! production, an additional
2.2 MW~electric! can be produced. Equivalently, for a
600-MW~hydrogen! capacity plant, an additional 10.8
MW~electric! can be generated. However, the steam cy-
cles are costly, and the amount of additional electricity
generation in this case is too small to bring the cost of the
product further down. Hence, we do not expect this ap-
proach to be economically feasible.

2. Preheat the feedwater before the boiler (IHX) to
saturated liquid-water condition at a given pressure with
two additional low-temperature recuperators for the prod-
uct gases: The configuration can include further thermal
regeneration from the product gases at lower tempera-
tures for preheating the feedwater to the IHX. At 7 MPa
for both the product gases and the feedwater side, the
low-temperature thermal regeneration can gain 10.7 MJ
for a 1-kg hydrogen product. This configuration can im-
prove the plant efficiency by 1.4 to 2%. The cost increase
due to the additional heat exchangers should be justified
for such a configuration. For nuclear applications Heatric
estimates the price of a standard product in stainless steel
to be ;$300kg. If coolant conditions exclude the use of
stainless steel, the PCHEs may be manufactured from
titanium, which would inflate the price to $1200kg. He-
atric PCHEs have an advantageous mass-to-duty ration
in tonnes per megawatt of 0.2. For a 600-MW~hydrogen!
plant size, 53.5 MW~thermal! would be gained by the
low-temperature recuperators. For these conditions, the

additional heat exchangers can increase the plant cost by
$8.025 million based on the standard product price. For
an optimistic cost estimate of $2000 per kilowatt~hydro-
gen! for a 600-MW~hydrogen! plant as in the configura-
tion of Fig. 11, the gain from efficiency would almost be
cancelled out by the additional heat exchangers’ cost:
The net effect would be a 1.3% decrease in the cost of
hydrogen. If the heat exchangers’ price or the capital cost
of the plant is higher, the net effect on cost can quickly
become net increase in cost of product hydrogen. Hence,
the configuration including the low-temperature preheat-
ing of feedwater before the IHX with the product streams
is an option to increase the efficiency further but not a
clear justification for an overall benefit on economics.

3. Improving the thermal recuperation in the SCO2

cycle: One of the advantages of the SCO2 cycle is its
simple and compact layout. Hence, bringing H2 or O2 to
recuperate their heat into the SCO2 cycle may complicate
its simplicity appeal. Moreover, at least the H2 stream
should be kept away from flow streams that are closely
coupled to the nuclear reactor for safety purposes.

4. Process heating: The thermal energy of the prod-
uct gases can be used for regional process heating if
needed, for instance, for desalination. That depends on
the plant proximity to industrial activities and the cost of
the connections.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENTS

As an alternative for hydrogen production, the
HTSE-SCO2-AGR has advantageous characteristics over
other nuclear hydrogen production technologies: a high
efficiency of hydrogen production with intermediate re-
actor exit temperatures. This study indicates that a
recuperative design of the HTSE-SCO2-AGR can have
a significantly higher efficiency than the simple layout
configuration. The improved recuperative HTSE-SCO2-
AGR has the potential to emphasize the expected en-
ergy efficiency and cost advantages of nuclear hydrogen
technology over the other alternatives for large-scale
hydrogen production. The configuration evaluated in this
study indicates that potentially 42.9 to 50.1% ~LHV!
hydrogen production efficiency is attainable with an
HTSE pressure range of 3 to 7 MPa, HTSE temperature
of 9008C, HTSE overpotential of 10% of ideal poten-
tial, and a reactor exit temperature range of 550 to 7008C.
The overall plant efficiency for hydrogen production
~including the feedwater pumping and0or hydrogen com-
pression! under the same conditions is 41.6 to 48.2%.
The stated efficiency with the reactor exit temperature
range is notably higher than that attainable for high-
temperature sulfur processes for hydrogen production,
as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 15. Effect of HTSE pressure on plant efficiency, capital
cost, and hydrogen production cost. ~The plots are
not to scale, and show only the qualitative relative
behavior.!
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In addition to the high efficiency, extensive experi-
ence from the commercial AGRs, compactness of the
SCO2 power conversion system, and progress in the SOFC
materials field can help the economical development of a
future recuperative HTSE-SCO2-AGR. Thus, the HTSE-
SCO2-AGR development is a logical next step in devel-
opment of nuclear hydrogen production technologies. As
with all new technology concepts, there are research and
development requirements and advances needed with the
recuperative HTSE-SCO2-AGR. We identify some of the
major needs for HTSE-SCO2-AGR as follows:

1. HTSE Materials: The electrode and electrolyte
materials composition and microstructure should be iden-
tified specifically to address the improvement of elec-
trochemical performance and durability for solid oxide
electrolysis cells. Currently, the most common SOFC
materials allow operation above 8508C for good electro-
chemical performance. The same materials have been
tested in laboratory for SOEC operation by several
groups, and their feasibility has been shown. Enhanced
durability of the HTSE materials and favorable econom-
ics are achievable and are more likely with lower-
temperature operation of SOECs. Thus, compatible
materials for the SOECs’ intermediate temperatures of
650 to 7508C should be investigated. It is essential to
conduct studies to identify the reaction mechanisms that
control the performance of SOECs at molecular level.
Only by this understanding can appropriate catalysis
materials be developed for SOECs as well as for SOFCs.

2. AGR Materials: Durable structural and fuel ma-
terials for an SCO2 coolant environment can be a chal-
lenge for the HTSE-SCO2-AGR. There is extensive
experience from commercial AGRs concerning the ma-
terial issues in CO2 coolant at;4 MPa and the proposed
solutions based on a combination of materials choice and
operational conditions. This experience is very useful in
redesigning the AGR to operate at higher pressures. How-
ever, fundamental research is needed to confirm that graph-
ite and steel degradation in supercritical pressure CO2
can be avoided as well or inhibited by using similar so-
lution schemes or by developing more advanced materials.

3. SCO2-Cooled AGR Thermal Hydraulics: Exper-
iments and modeling are needed for determining the
physical changes in the properties of the SCO2. This
understanding can help develop schemes to best utilize
the heat transfer characteristics of SCO2 for ensuring
safe and effective cooling of a new reactor core design
in steady-state operation and transient situations.

4. System Design: Detailed systems and component
designs with supporting experimental work must be de-
veloped to understand the trade-offs between a range of
operating conditions, various design configurations, ef-
ficiency, safety, and economics. This work has addressed
the thermodynamic implications of various operation con-
figurations on efficiency from a promising design layout.

A thorough analysis of the design of each major compo-
nent and the overall interaction and its impact on safety
and economics is needed for coupling to the thermo-
dynamic analysis.

The energy efficiency of the recuperative HTSE-
SCO2-AGR as analyzed in this work is more promising
over the other leading nuclear hydrogen production tech-
nologies, which are the SI and WSP cycles as high-
temperature thermochemical processes. In addition, its
operation in a less harsh environment can make the HTSE
technology more feasible3 than its high-temperature ther-
mochemical counterparts for hydrogen production. In the
near term, the objective must be to expand the research
on this promising technology as summarized above in
order to have a system available for large-scale hydrogen
production with confidence and economy.
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